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More than 20 years ago, Hepler and Strand defined pharmaceutical care as “the responsible provision of drug therapy for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes that improve a patient’s quality of life” (1). This process needs involving patients and providers of drug in the decisions.

Although there are differences in pharmacy services and medication management issues, there are always some decisions to be made in all functions of pharmaceutical care which consists of identifying, resolving and preventing drug related problems. A question that arises in this situation is “How the decisions should be made in order to achieve better outcomes?”

Health care professionals experience or expert opinions are not enough to support health care decisions. This issue has been shown in different health care fields (2). High quality research is the most accurate source of scientific evidence that can be used to identify and meet the patient health needs. The approach which uses best evidence is called evidence based approach.

The term “evidence based medicine” was originally used to describe an approach to teaching the practice of medicine and improving decisions by individual physicians (3). Use of the term rapidly expanded to design of guidelines and policy making subjects (4). It has subsequently spread to broader term evidence-based practice, which describes an approach to decision making that is used at every level of health care as well as other fields. Evidence based practicing is the use of the best available evidence from systematic research together with a clinician’s expertise and a patient’s values and preferences in making health care decisions (5).

Concerning making the most effective decisions, evidence based decision making is similarly defined as “the formalized process of using the skills for identifying, searching for and interpreting the results of the best scientific evidence”, which is considered in conjunction with the clinician’s experience and judgment, the patient’s preferences and values, and the clinical/patient circumstances when making patient care decisions (2).

The use of evidence based approaches also proceeded toward other health care fields including pharmacy and pharmaceutical care. Evidence based pharmaceutical care, like other health care disciplines, mainly has four sequential steps: formulating a clear question based on a clinical problem; searching for relevant evidence in the literature; critically appraising the validity of the found evidence and finally applying the findings to patients’ pharmaceutical care (6).

In order to effective working and updating pharmaceutical care services, there is a need to apply an evidence based practice system. Pharmacists must accept and actively participate in the research needed to establish
the required evidence-based pharmaceutical care that improve a patient’s quality of life’ and the quality of provided services (7).

Achieving the goal of good evidence-based pharmaceutical care needs the pharmacists to be trained and be followed well to develop and improve their practical skills. When the majority of pharmacists use this approach in their daily work, it can change the patients’ condition to a better one. Many barriers may limit the implementation of evidence-based pharmaceutical care. Evidence-based pharmaceutical care is a dynamic practice that is updated in a feedback loop according to new and emerging high quality evidence. Research and development of better methods especially in the related research centers can gradually solve the barriers (8, 9).

In the undergraduate education setting, pharmacy students should be exposed to the concept of evidence-based pharmaceutical care. They should learn how to find and use evidence, how to appraise it and how to implement it in their patient care practice. The topics for training should also include biomedical research principles, literature review and evidence-based pharmacy principles as prerequisite skills in their core curriculum for training them to be not only having the knowledge, but also being scientists and efficacious care providers (10).
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